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Abstract.  In recent years, most of the research work is done statistical image description as histogram estimation. In this 

paper we discussed the histogram of a grayscale image . Because of effective hardware utilization of histogram structures, it 

is well suited to generate histograms for various applications like military and medical applications which is not possible in 

MATLAB software. We discussed about various histogram structures which are implemented in FPGA platform. These 

histogram estimation values generated by the modelsim are similar to the histogram estimation values of MATLAB output 

with 100% accuracy. We discussed the Experimental results of various existed architectures for different size of images. 

Keywords: Probability Density Function (PDF), Histogram Estimation, Grayscale Image, Field Programmable Gate 

Arrays(FPGA). 
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INTRODUCTION 

Based on a variable data, estimation of a probability density function (PDF) is very important issue arising in 

various domains like image processing applications, machine learning, pattern recognition, telecommunications 

etc. Estimation of a random variable can be done using semi parametric, parametric and non parametric 

techniques . Histogram is the most fundamental non parametric estimator and is the simplest PDF estimator, has 

numerous applications in signal and image processing. These estimators are good in image segmentation and 

can enhance the contrast quality and brightness of grayscale image.  Several histogram estimators are proposed 

to estimate the PDF and to monitor the behaviour of optical channels in wideband applications . In general 

histogram of an image can be plotted using MATLAB simulation tool but it is not feasible to generate histogram 

architecture . In this paper development of various histogram architecture for different sizes of grayscale image 

has been addressed.   

 

LITERATURE  SURVEY 

ALSUWAILEM A.M.,ALSHEBEILI S.A.: ‘A new approach for real-time histogram equalization using 

FPGA’. Proc. 2005 Int.Symp. Intelligent Signal Processing and CommunicationSystems. ISPACS, 2005, 

pp. 397–400    

This paper presents a new design for real-time histogram computation based on field  programmable gate arrays 

(FPGAs). The architecture is implemented using nonconventional schemes to evaluate the histogram statistics 

and equalization in parallel. Counters are used in concurrence with a  decoder designed for this purpose. The 

hardware is fast, simple, and plasticity with appropriate development cost. The proposed design is implemented 

using Stratix II family chip type EP2S 15F484C3. [1]. 
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Shahbahrami, A., Hur, J.Y., Juulink, B., and Wong, S.: ‘FPGA implementation of parallel histogram 

computation’. 2nd HiPEAC Workshop on Reconfigurable Computing, Goteborg, Sweden, 2008, pp. 63–

72. 

 

Parallelization of the histogram evaluation is a challenging task .This is because if there are various occurrences 

of a pixel value, there are various writes to the same memory location. Such a situation is called as a memory 

collision. In image and video processing collisions are  common because there are so many occurrences of a 

pixel value. 

 

We introduce a hardware technique for Parallel Histogram Calculation (PHC). Our proposed method leverages a 

dual-ported on-chip memory in order to avoid memory collisions. Considering serially processing hardware and 

software implementation as a reference, a comparative study is conducted. The presented hardware module 

design is implemented in an FPGA. The results show that the PHC technique performs nearly 2_ better with 

moderate area overheads, compared to the sequential hardware  [2]. 

 

JoseO.cadenas,R.Simonsherratt,PabloHuerta,WenChungKao,2011.Parallel Pipelined Array 

Architectures for Realtime Histogram Computationin Consumer Devices. 

IEEETransactionsonConsumerElectronics,57(4),pp.1460-1464.  

 

Hueta Proposed  a unique cell histogram design which will execute k data items in parallel to calculate 2q 

histogram bins per time step. An array of m/2q cells executes an m-bin histogram with a speed-up factor of k; k 

≥ 2 makes it faster than current dual-ported memory designs. Further more, simple methods for dispute-free 

storing of the histogram bins into an external memory array are discussed 

 

 

 
A unique pipelined array of cells for the evaluation of a histogram with a speed-up factor of k is discussed. This 

cell architecture is able to process k data items per time step while evaluating 2q histogram bins; k and q are 

design parameters. Significantly, no memory arrays are used for parallel histogram evaluation, thus no write 

address disputes to such memory arrays can occur, yet the histogram bins can still be eventually stored in 

external memory arrays. It is the careful choice of k that offers a good speed-up factor than the factor of two 

obtained from common histogram results  based on dual-port memories.[3] 

 

 

Methodology 

Parallel computation of Histogram using array of cells. The result of histogram can be stored in memory block 

in a pipelined manner 

Research gap 

More processing cells are required to compute the histogram.More hardware is required because of more 

processing elements are required.Collisions may occur.Accuracy is low.  

 

Fahmy,S.A.andMohan,A.R.,2012.Architectureforrealtimenonparametricprobabilitydensityfunctionestim

ation.IEEETransactionsonVeryLargeScaleIntegration(VLSI)Systems,21(5),pp.910-920. 
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The architecture presented here accepts image data at its input and calculates the cumulative histogram of that 

data, which is stored internally. By normalizing, based on the window size, which can be modified to any power 

of 2, the resultant information contained in the circuit gives the cumulative density function. This enables us to 

extract different PDF statistics in a highly efficient manner.  Two design  variations are presented in this paper. 

The first calculates the bare histogram, while the second uses a kernel-based method that results in smoother 

histograms from less data. Maintaining the full histogram within the design has the advantage of allowing the 

designer to extract multiple statistics of interest, as required for a specific application. The first half of the circuit 

evaluates the histogram. This is done by instantiating a bank of counters that keep a tally of the number of 

occurrences for each input value. This histogram unit is built such that it is updated as each new sample value 

enters the system. The design is heavily pipelined to allow for  highest performance. The second half of the 

circuit consists  of the statistical units that revive information of interest from the cumulative histogram, for use 

in the target application.  We decouple these two parts so that the application designer can extract as many 

statistics as needed without impacting the performance of the histogram component. 

We introdeced a novel architecture for real-time computation of PDF estimates based on the hitogram and 

kernel density estimation methods. It makes extensive use of FPGA resources to parallelize and accelerate the 

algorithm. We showed how a cumulative histogram can be constructed in parallel, how statistical properties can 

be extracted in real-time, and how priority encoders can be used to extract further statistics. We showed an 

extended architecture for kernel-based PDF estimation capable of changing kernel widths at run-time, without 

loss in performance. The architecture can process data streams at 250 million samples per second. We also 

presented simulation results that help illustrate the trade-off in selecting between raw histogram-based PDF 

estimation and kernel-based estimation.[5] 

 

Methodology 

Memory and counter based architecture is used to estimate the histogram.A general architecture for non 

parametric PDF estimation is presented. It uses both histogram and kernel based methods. It is designed for 

integration into streaming applications on FPGA.  

 

Research gap 

Complexity high because of two ROMs. Bin node processor complexity is high. Memory collisions may occur 

because of FIFO, if FIFO delay time is not matched with consecutive samples delay time.  

 

Q. Gan, J. M. P. Langlois, and Y. Savaria, “Parallel array histogram architecture for embedded 

implementations,”IET Electron. Lett., vol. 49,no. 2, pp. 99–101, Jan. 2013. doi:10.1049/el.2012.2701. 

Authors have proposed parallel array histogram design  for embedded implementations , in this a register array 

is used to over come the limited speed up of memory acces Parallel array histogram architecture (PAHA) is  

suitable for embedded implementations. The PAHA uses a register array instead of a memory array to store the 

histogram values. In each step, M inputs can be processed in parallel to renovate the histogram bins without any 

additional dormancy. Also described is a second version of the PAHA with a flexible number of inputs, 

potentially neglecting the need for multiple PAHAs in a single application. Implementation results show that the 

design can achieve a super-linear speed-up of 43.75× for a 16- way PAHA when compared to a software 

implementation in a general purpose processor.  
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Conclusion: Above diagram is a parallel array histogram architecture for  embedded implementations. A 

register array is used to overcome the  limited speed-up due to memory access. The proposed architecture  

achieves better performance in terms of throughput when compared to  previous  work. Implementation results 

show the speed-up can attain  3.2×, 13.1× and 43.7× for 1-way, 4-way and 16-way PAHAs, respectively, when 

compared to a traditional software implementation.[7] 

 

Ghosh S, Hazra S, Maity SP, Rahaman H. A New Algorithm for Grayscale Image Histogram 

Computation. 12th IEEE India International Conference (INDICON) 2015; 1-6. 

A novel histogram development algorithm, which  can produce the histogram of any type of  grayscale images, 

is presented in this paper. The algorithm avoids use of any inbuilt functions to develop the histogram. The 

histogram thus obtained looks exactly similar to that produced by inbuilt functions available in tools like 

Matlab. Moreover, the algorithm is simple and can be effectively applied to different types of grayscale  images. 

Another important characteristic of the algorithm is that  its time complexity is very less. Experimental results 

have shown that the  execution time of generating  hitograms   the proposed algorithm is rather small.[10] 
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K. S. Gautam, "Parallel Histogram Calculation for FPGA: Histogram Calculation," 2016 IEEE 6th 

International Conference on Advanced Computing (IACC), Bhimavaram, 2016, pp. 774-777. 

In this paper, an architecture is proposed to calculate  the histogram of image. Which is faster than the previous 

serial methods, this architecture achieves the parallelism but needs the enough resources and gives the better 

performance. If, resources is not an issue then this is one of the best method for histogram calculation in FPGA 

(Field Programmable GateArray). Some other methods are also proposed to use the same architecture with less 

number of resources which cost some reduction in speed. 

 

 

 
 

In this paper, we proposed a new architectures 256-ways  histogram calculation and its  generalized version i.e. 

𝑛-ways histogram calculation to calculate the histogram in FPGA. Analysis and result verified that the proposed 

architectures i.e. 256-ways or 𝑛-ways are better than the previous serial method in terms of performance by 

nearly 256 or 𝑛 times but needs more resources by 256 or 𝑛 times. For further improvement pipelining can be 

used.[16] 

 

Hazra,S.,Ghosh,S.,Maity,S.P.andRahaman,H.,2016. A new FPGA and programmable soc based VLSI 

architecture for histogram generation of grayscale images for image processing 

applications.ProcediaComputerScience,93,pp.139-145 

 

Methodology 

Histogram generation hardware architecture is presented. It develops histogram for all types of grayscale images 

of 256x256. Histogram generator block consists of adders, decoders, comparators, counters and logic gates. 

 

Research gap 

Complexity is high because more number of adders, counters and decoders are used.Image size is restricted to 

256x256 only[18] 

 

Yang,Y.,Liu,Y.X.andDong,Q.F.,2017. Sliced integral histogram: an efficient histogram computing 

algorithm and its FPGA implementation. MultimediaToolsandApplications,76(12),pp.14327-14344. 

 

MethodologyEfficient integral histogram evaluationis done using a sliced integral histogram algorithm. It is 

used for all available target regions and widely used in computer vision task. Hardware architecture is 

implemented on FPGA.  
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Research gap 

More number of processing elements are required to estimate local histograms so hardware structure is 

complex.Less accuracy when compared to software approach. [19] 

 

Mondal,P.andBanerjee,S.,2019.A Reconfigurable Memory Based Fast VLSI  Architecture for 

Computation of the Histogram. IEEETransactionsonConsumerElectronics,65(2),pp.128-133. 

 

Methodology 

Memory based parallel and pipelined architecture for the computation of joint histogram is proposed. With the 

help of increasing number of processing blocks in the array and increasing the size of fetching data from 

memory. This method becomes more pipelined and parallelized.  Fast computation of histogram is done with 

less hardware 

 

Research gap 

Memory reconfiguration is not tolerable and considered as a bottle neck (if grayscale image size changes).If 

image size increases more storage required to store histogram estimation values.[27] 

 

Problem identification 

 Parallelization of the histogram computation is a challenging task  because of memory collisions. 

 For storing the old sample and new sample operation in APM, two ROMs were used in the existed 

architectures. 

 Complex Bin node processors were used in the existed architectures. 

 The hardware utilization of the Histogram Equalization  architecture is high due to the usage of more 

logical elements, ROMs and bin counters. 

 Most of the histogram computation  research works were shown in the SOFTWARE platform only.  

 Only few research works were developed in FPGA platform to visualize the histogram count in the 

simulation waveform. 

 ASIC  Performance analysis was not provided in the literature. 

 

 Objectives 

 To develop a Modified Histogram Estimation architecture with low area. 

 To evaluate FPGA and ASIC performance parameters for the existed and proposed architectures. 

 To propose a parallel and pipelined memory based architecture for histogram estimation. 

 

Conclusion 

Enhancement of image is an image is an important feature in the area of image processing.this study has 

discussed on overview of the background  and related work in the area of image computation using FPGA 

architectures.Recently many modifications on histogram computation  was presented in order to find the best 

optimization architecture In this paper, We studied the histogram estimation structures for grayscale images . 

Histogram bin values obtained from both MATLB and modelsim for various architectures are studied in this 

papers. FPGA performance of various histogram estimation architectures have been studied. The Research gap 

of this existed structure is  hardware utilization is more and frequency i.e., the speed is less ,still we can improve 

the speed of operation and reduce the complexity of the architecture by using  parallel pipelined memory based 

architecture which requires less hardware and speed of operation is  veryhigh . In future we can analyze the 

ASIC performance for both histogram estimation and equalization architectures 
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